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AGE                          Respondent age 
AGE4                         Age - 4 Categories 
AGE7                         Age - 7 Categories 
BURDEN1                      How burdensome was it to complete this 
                             survey? 
BURDEN2                      How difficult was it to answer the 
                             questions? 
C10                          How many people did any of these things to 
                             you on more than one occasion? 
C11A                         Now, thinking only about the person/people 
                             […] how many of those people ever made you 
                             fearful or feel threatened, or concerned 
                             […]? 
C11B                         Now, thinking only about the person/people 
                             […] how many of those people ever made 
                             threats to physically harm you? 
C12_1_GEN                    The first time this thing/these things 
                             happened, was the person who did this male 
                             or female? 
C12_1_REL                    How did you know this person? 
C12_2_GEN                    Was the second person who did this 
                             thing/these things male or female? 
C12_2_REL                    How did you know this person? 
C12_3_GEN                    Was the third person who did this 
                             thing/these things male or female? 
C12_3_REL                    How did you know this person? 
CHRONSERIES_ASEV             [Asthma?] Have you ever been told by a 
                             doctor or other health professional that 
                             you had… 
CHRONSERIES_CANEV            [Cancer or a malignancy of any kind?] Have 
                             you ever been told by a doctor or other 
                             health professional that you had… 
CHRONSERIES_CHDEV            [Coronary heart disease?] Have you ever 
                             been told by a doctor or other health 
                             professional that you had… 
CHRONSERIES_CHLEV            [High cholesterol?] Have you ever been 
                             told by a doctor or other health 
                             professional that you had… 
CHRONSERIES_COPDEV           [Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, 
                             C.O.P.D., emphysema, or chronic 
                             bronchitis?] Have you ever been told by a 
                             doctor or other health professional that 
                             you had… 
CHRONSERIES_DIBEV            [Diabetes?] Have you ever been told by a 
                             doctor or other health professional that 
                             you had… 
CHRONSERIES_HYPEV            [Hypertension, also called high blood 
                             pressure?] Have you ever been told by a 
                             doctor or other health professional that 
                             you had… 
CHRONSERIES_IBSEV            [Irritable bowel syndrome or IBS?] Have 
                             you ever been told by a doctor or other 
                             health professional that you had… 
CURRENTSERIES_ASEV           [Asthma?] Do you have… 
CURRENTSERIES_CP             [Chronic pain?] Do you have… 
CURRENTSERIES_DS             [Difficulty sleeping] Do you have… 
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CURRENTSERIES_FH             [Frequent headaches?] Do you have… 
CaseId                       Case ID 
D05_1_GEN                    The first time this thing/these things 
                             happened, was the person who did this male 
                             or female? 
D05_1_REL                    How did you know this person? 
D05_2_GEN                    Was the second person who did this 
                             thing/these things male or female? 
D05_2_REL                    How did you know this person? 
D05_3_GEN                    Was the third person who did this 
                             thing/these things male or female? 
D05_3_REL                    How did you know this person? 
D06_DK                       [DON'T KNOW] How many people have you had 
                             vaginal, oral, or anal sex with after they 
                             pressured you by doing any of the 
                             following… 
D06_REF                      [REFUSED] How many people have you had 
                             vaginal, oral, or anal sex with after they 
                             pressured you by doing any of the 
                             following… 
D06_SKP                      [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many people have you 
                             had vaginal, oral, or anal sex with after 
                             they pressured you by doing any of the 
                             following… 
D07_DK                       [DON'T KNOW] How many people have you had 
                             vaginal, oral, or anal sex with after they 
                             pressured you by doing any of the 
                             following… 
D07_REF                      [REFUSED] How many people have you had 
                             vaginal, oral, or anal sex with after they 
                             pressured you by doing any of the 
                             following… 
D07_SKP                      [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many people have you 
                             had vaginal, oral, or anal sex with after 
                             they pressured you by doing any of the 
                             following… 
D08_DK                       [DON'T KNOW] How many people have you had 
                             vaginal, oral, or anal sex with after they 
                             pressured you by doing any of the 
                             following… 
D08_REF                      [REFUSED] How many people have you had 
                             vaginal, oral, or anal sex with after they 
                             pressured you by doing any of the 
                             following… 
D08_SKP                      [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many people have you 
                             had vaginal, oral, or anal sex with after 
                             they pressured you by doing any of the 
                             following… 
D09_1_GEN                    The first time this thing/these things 
                             happened, was the person who did this male 
                             or female? 
D09_1_REL                    How did you know this person? 
D09_2_GEN                    Was the second person who did this 
                             thing/these things male or female? 
D09_2_REL                    How did you know this person? 
D09_3_GEN                    Was the third person who did this 
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                             thing/these things male or female? 
D09_3_REL                    How did you know this person? 
D1SERIES_D03                 [kissed you in a sexual way when you did 
                             not want it to happen?] How many people 
                             have ever… 
D1SERIES_D03_DK              [DON'T KNOW] How many people have ever… 
D1SERIES_D03_REF             [REFUSED] How many people have ever… 
D1SERIES_D03_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many people have ever… 
D1SERIES_D04                 [fondled, groped, grabbed, or touched you 
                             in a sexual way when you did not want it 
                             to happen?] How many people have ever… 
D1SERIES_D04_DK              [DON'T KNOW] How many people have ever… 
D1SERIES_D04_REF             [REFUSED] How many people have ever… 
D1SERIES_D04_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many people have ever… 
D1SERIES_DOV_D1SERIES_SUM    DATA ONLY: Sum of D1SERIES Responses 
D2SERIES_D06                 [Telling you lies, making promises about 
                             the future they knew were untrue […]?] How 
                             many people have you had vaginal, oral, or 
                             anal sex with after they pressured you by 
                             doing any of the following… 
D2SERIES_D07                 [Wearing you down by repeatedly asking for 
                             sex, or showing they were unhappy?] How 
                             many people have you had vaginal, oral, or 
                             anal sex with after they pressured you by 
                             doing any of the following… 
D2SERIES_D08                 [Using their influence or authority over 
                             you, for example, your boss or your 
                             teacher?] How many people have you had 
                             vaginal, oral, or anal sex with after they 
                             pressured you by doing any of the 
                             following… 
DOV_D2SERIES_SUM             DATA ONLY: Sum of D2SERIES Responses 
DOV_DEFILL_BEHAV             DATA ONLY: Selected D or E Act for DE 
                             Probes 
DOV_DEFILL_NUMB              DATA ONLY: Selected D or E Act Number for 
                             DE Probes 
DOV_ESERIES_MTPBSUM          DATA ONLY: Sum of E39, E40, E41, E42A, and 
                             E42B for Males 
DOV_ESERIES_PHYSSUM          DATA ONLY: Sum of E33 through E37 for 
                             Females; Sum of E43A, E43B, and E44 for 
                             Males 
DOV_ESERIES_PHYSSUM2         DATA ONLY: Sum of E33 through E37 for 
                             Females; Sum of E38, E43A, E43B, and E44 
                             for Males 
DOV_ESERIES_RAPESUM          DATA ONLY: Sum of Rape Experiences 
                             (E01-E05 for Females; E06, E11A-E12 for 
                             Males) 
DOV_ESERIES_SUM              DATA ONLY: Count of Section D and E 
                             Perpetrators 
DOV_ESERIES_TRYSUM           DATA ONLY: Sum of E65 and E66 for Females; 
                             Sum of E67 through E71 for Males 
DOV_FAQCLICKCNT              DATA ONLY: Click Counter of Help-Resources 
                             FAQ Link 
DOV_FFILL_BEHAV              DATA ONLY: Selected F Act for F Probes 
DOV_FFILL_NUMB               DATA ONLY: Selected F Act Number for F 
                             Probes 
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DOV_FSERIES_SUM              DATA ONLY: Count of Section F Perpetrators 
DOV_GENDERMISMATCH           DATA ONLY: Flag For Gender Mismatch 
                             Between SAAB or GENDER_IDA/GENDER_IDB 
                             Responses 
DOV_PVFILL_BEHAV             DATA ONLY: Selected PV Act for PV Probes 
DOV_PVFILL_NUMB              DATA ONLY: Selected PV Act Number for PV 
                             Probes 
DOV_REASKSWITCH              DATA ONLY: Flag For Mismatch Between 
                             Original SAAB or GENDER_IDA/GENDER_IDB 
                             Re-ask Variables 
DOV_ROSTER_CNT               DATA ONLY: Count of Section PV Perpetrators 
DOV_SECDE_TOTAL_SUM          DATA ONLY: Sum of Section D (DSERIES) and 
                             E (ESERIES) Responses 
DOV_STALK_PERP               DATA ONLY: Sum of Perpetrators from 
                             Section S 
DOV_SVFILL_BEHAV             DATA ONLY: Selected SV Act for SV Probes 
DOV_SVFILL_BEHAV_SUM         DATA ONLY: Count of Section SV Perpetrators 
DOV_SVFILL_NUMB              DATA ONLY: Selected SV Act Number for SV 
                             Probes 
E15_1_GEN                    The first time this thing/these things 
                             happened, was the person who did this male 
                             or female? 
E15_1_REL                    How did you know this person? 
E15_2_GEN                    Was the second person who did this 
                             thing/these things male or female? 
E15_2_REL                    How did you know this person? 
E15_3_GEN                    Was the third person who did this 
                             thing/these things male or female? 
E15_3_REL                    How did you know this person? 
E45_1_GEN                    The first time this thing/these things 
                             happened, was the person who did this male 
                             or female? 
E45_1_REL                    How did you know this person? 
E45_2_GEN                    Was the second person who did this 
                             thing/these things male or female? 
E45_2_REL                    How did you know this person? 
E45_3_GEN                    Was the third person who did this 
                             thing/these things male or female? 
E45_3_REL                    How did you know this person? 
E55_1_GEN                    The first time this thing/these things 
                             happened, was the person who did this male 
                             or female? 
E55_1_REL                    How did you know this person? 
E55_2_GEN                    Was the second person who did this 
                             thing/these things male or female? 
E55_2_REL                    How did you know this person? 
E55_3_GEN                    Was the third person who did this 
                             thing/these things male or female? 
E55_3_REL                    How did you know this person? 
E65                          How many people have ever used physical 
                             force […] to try to put their mouth on 
                             your vagina or anus but it did not happen? 
E66                          How many males have ever used physical 
                             force […] to try to put their mouth on 
                             your vagina or anus but it did not happen? 
E67                          How many people have ever used physical 
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                             force […] to try to put their mouth on 
                             your penis but it did not happen? 
E72_1_GEN                    The first time this thing/these things 
                             happened, was the person who did this male 
                             or female? 
E72_1_REL                    How did you know this person? 
E72_2_GEN                    Was the second person who did this 
                             thing/these things male or female? 
E72_2_REL                    How did you know this person? 
E72_3_GEN                    Was the third person who did this 
                             thing/these things male or female? 
E72_3_REL                    How did you know this person? 
EDUC                         Education (Highest Degree Received) 
EDUC4                        4-level education 
EMPLOY                       Current Employment Status 
ESERIES10A_E68               [try to make you put your penis in their 
                             vagina, but it did not happen?] How many 
                             females have ever used physical force […] 
                             to 
ESERIES10A_E68_DK            [DON'T KNOW] How many females have ever 
                             used physical force […] to 
ESERIES10A_E68_REF           [REFUSED] How many females have ever used 
                             physical force […] to 
ESERIES10A_E68_SKP           [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many females have 
                             ever used physical force […] to 
ESERIES10A_E69               [try to make you put your mouth on their 
                             vagina but it did not happen?] How many 
                             females have ever used physical force […] 
                             to 
ESERIES10A_E69_DK            [DON'T KNOW] How many females have ever 
                             used physical force […] to 
ESERIES10A_E69_REF           [REFUSED] How many females have ever used 
                             physical force […] to 
ESERIES10A_E69_SKP           [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many females have 
                             ever used physical force […] to 
ESERIES10B_E70               [try to put their penis in your mouth or 
                             anus, but it did not happen?] How many 
                             males have ever used physical force […] to 
ESERIES10B_E70_DK            [DON'T KNOW] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force […] to 
ESERIES10B_E70_REF           [REFUSED] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force […] to 
ESERIES10B_E70_SKP           [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many males have ever 
                             used physical force […] to 
ESERIES10B_E71               [try to put their mouth on your anus, but 
                             it did not happen?] How many males have 
                             ever used physical force […] to 
ESERIES10B_E71_DK            [DON'T KNOW] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force […] to 
ESERIES10B_E71_REF           [REFUSED] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force […] to 
ESERIES10B_E71_SKP           [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many males have ever 
                             used physical force […] to 
ESERIES10_E42A               [Put their mouth on your penis?] How many 
                             males have ever used physical force or 
                             threats of physical harm to… 
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ESERIES10_E42A_DK            [DON'T KNOW] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES10_E42A_REF           [REFUSED] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES10_E42A_SKP           [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many males have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES10_E42B               [Make you put your penis in their anus?] 
                             How many males have ever used physical 
                             force or threats of physical harm to… 
ESERIES10_E42B_DK            [DON'T KNOW] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES10_E42B_REF           [REFUSED] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES10_E42B_SKP           [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many males have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES10_E43A               [Put their penis in your mouth?] How many 
                             males have ever used physical force or 
                             threats of physical harm to… 
ESERIES10_E43A_DK            [DON'T KNOW] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES10_E43A_REF           [REFUSED] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES10_E43A_SKP           [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many males have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES10_E43B               [Put their penis in your anus?] How many 
                             males have ever used physical force or 
                             threats of physical harm to… 
ESERIES10_E43B_DK            [DON'T KNOW] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES10_E43B_REF           [REFUSED] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES10_E43B_SKP           [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many males have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES10_E44                [Put their mouth on your anus?] How many 
                             males have ever used physical force or 
                             threats of physical harm to… 
ESERIES10_E44_DK             [DON'T KNOW] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES10_E44_REF            [REFUSED] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES10_E44_SKP            [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many males have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
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                             harm to… 
ESERIES1_E01                 [Put their mouth on your vagina or anus?] 
                             When you were unable to consent […] how 
                             many people ever did the following […] 
ESERIES1_E01_DK              [DON'T KNOW] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many people ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES1_E01_REF             [REFUSED] When you were unable to consent 
                             […] how many people ever did the following 
                             […] 
ESERIES1_E01_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many people ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES1_E02                 [Put their fingers or an object in your 
                             vagina or anus?] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many people ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES1_E02_DK              [DON'T KNOW] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many people ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES1_E02_REF             [REFUSED] When you were unable to consent 
                             […] how many people ever did the following 
                             […] 
ESERIES1_E02_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many people ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES2_E03                 [Put their penis in your vagina?] When you 
                             were unable to consent […] how many males 
                             ever did the following […] 
ESERIES2_E03_DK              [DON'T KNOW] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many males ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES2_E03_REF             [REFUSED] When you were unable to consent 
                             […] how many males ever did the following 
                             […] 
ESERIES2_E03_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many males ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES2_E04                 [Put their penis in your anus?] When you 
                             were unable to consent […] how many males 
                             ever did the following […] 
ESERIES2_E04_DK              [DON'T KNOW] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many males ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES2_E04_REF             [REFUSED] When you were unable to consent 
                             […] how many males ever did the following 
                             […] 
ESERIES2_E04_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many males ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES2_E05                 [Put their penis in your mouth?] When you 
                             were unable to consent […] how many males 
                             ever did the following […] 
ESERIES2_E05_DK              [DON'T KNOW] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many males ever did the 
                             following […] 
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ESERIES2_E05_REF             [REFUSED] When you were unable to consent 
                             […] how many males ever did the following 
                             […] 
ESERIES2_E05_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many males ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES3_E06                 [Put their fingers or an object in your 
                             anus?] When you were unable to consent […] 
                             how many people ever did the following […] 
ESERIES3_E06_DK              [DON'T KNOW] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many people ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES3_E06_REF             [REFUSED] When you were unable to consent 
                             […] how many people ever did the following 
                             […] 
ESERIES3_E06_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many people ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES4_E07                 [Made you put your penis in their vagina?] 
                             When you were unable to consent […] how 
                             many females ever did the following […] 
ESERIES4_E07_DK              [DON'T KNOW] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many females ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES4_E07_REF             [REFUSED] When you were unable to consent 
                             […] how many females ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES4_E07_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many females ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES4_E08                 [Put their mouth on your penis?] When you 
                             were unable to consent […] how many 
                             females ever did the following […] 
ESERIES4_E08_DK              [DON'T KNOW] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many females ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES4_E08_REF             [REFUSED] When you were unable to consent 
                             […] how many females ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES4_E08_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many females ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES4_E09                 [Made you put your mouth on their vagina?] 
                             When you were unable to consent […] how 
                             many females ever did the following […] 
ESERIES4_E09_DK              [DON'T KNOW] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many females ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES4_E09_REF             [REFUSED] When you were unable to consent 
                             […] how many females ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES4_E09_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many females ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES5_E10A                [Put their mouth on your penis?] When you 
                             were unable to consent […] how many males 
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                             ever did the following […] 
ESERIES5_E10A_DK             [DON'T KNOW] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many males ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES5_E10A_REF            [REFUSED] When you were unable to consent 
                             […] how many males ever did the following 
                             […] 
ESERIES5_E10A_SKP            [SKIPPED ON WEB] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many males ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES5_E10B                [Made you put your penis in their anus?] 
                             When you were unable to consent […] how 
                             many males ever did the following […] 
ESERIES5_E10B_DK             [DON'T KNOW] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many males ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES5_E10B_REF            [REFUSED] When you were unable to consent 
                             […] how many males ever did the following 
                             […] 
ESERIES5_E10B_SKP            [SKIPPED ON WEB] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many males ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES5_E11A                [Put their penis in your mouth?] When you 
                             were unable to consent […] how many males 
                             ever did the following […] 
ESERIES5_E11A_DK             [DON'T KNOW] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many males ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES5_E11A_REF            [REFUSED] When you were unable to consent 
                             […] how many males ever did the following 
                             […] 
ESERIES5_E11A_SKP            [SKIPPED ON WEB] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many males ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES5_E11B                [Put their penis in your anus?] When you 
                             were unable to consent […] how many males 
                             ever did the following […] 
ESERIES5_E11B_DK             [DON'T KNOW] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many males ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES5_E11B_REF            [REFUSED] When you were unable to consent 
                             […] how many males ever did the following 
                             […] 
ESERIES5_E11B_SKP            [SKIPPED ON WEB] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many males ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES5_E12                 [Put their mouth on your anus?] When you 
                             were unable to consent […] how many males 
                             ever did the following […] 
ESERIES5_E12_DK              [DON'T KNOW] When you were unable to 
                             consent […] how many males ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES5_E12_REF             [REFUSED] When you were unable to consent 
                             […] how many males ever did the following 
                             […] 
ESERIES5_E12_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] When you were unable to 
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                             consent […] how many males ever did the 
                             following […] 
ESERIES6_E33                 [Put their mouth on your vagina or anus?] 
                             How many people have ever used physical 
                             force or threats of physical harm to… 
ESERIES6_E33_DK              [DON'T KNOW] How many people have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES6_E33_REF             [REFUSED] How many people have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES6_E33_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many people have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES6_E34                 [Put their fingers or an object in your 
                             vagina or anus?] How many people have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES6_E34_DK              [DON'T KNOW] How many people have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES6_E34_REF             [REFUSED] How many people have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES6_E34_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many people have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES7_E35                 [Put their penis in your vagina?] How many 
                             males have ever used physical force or 
                             threats of physical harm to… 
ESERIES7_E35_DK              [DON'T KNOW] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES7_E35_REF             [REFUSED] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES7_E35_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many males have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES7_E36                 [Put their penis in your anus?] How many 
                             males have ever used physical force or 
                             threats of physical harm to… 
ESERIES7_E36_DK              [DON'T KNOW] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES7_E36_REF             [REFUSED] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES7_E36_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many males have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES7_E37                 [Put their penis in your mouth?] How many 
                             males have ever used physical force or 
                             threats of physical harm to… 
ESERIES7_E37_DK              [DON'T KNOW] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
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                             to… 
ESERIES7_E37_REF             [REFUSED] How many males have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES7_E37_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many males have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES8_E38                 [Put their fingers or an object in your 
                             anus?] How many people have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES8_E38_DK              [DON'T KNOW] How many people have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES8_E38_REF             [REFUSED] How many people have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES8_E38_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many people have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES9_E39                 [Make you put your penis in their vagina?] 
                             How many females have ever used physical 
                             force or threats of physical harm to… 
ESERIES9_E39_DK              [DON'T KNOW] How many females have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES9_E39_REF             [REFUSED] How many females have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES9_E39_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many females have 
                             ever used physical force or threats of 
                             physical harm to… 
ESERIES9_E40                 [Put their mouth on your penis?] How many 
                             females have ever used physical force or 
                             threats of physical harm to… 
ESERIES9_E40_DK              [DON'T KNOW] How many females have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES9_E40_REF             [REFUSED] How many females have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES9_E40_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many females have 
                             ever used physical force or threats of 
                             physical harm to… 
ESERIES9_E41                 [Make you put your mouth on their vagina?] 
                             How many females have ever used physical 
                             force or threats of physical harm to… 
ESERIES9_E41_DK              [DON'T KNOW] How many females have ever 
                             used physical force or threats of physical 
                             harm to… 
ESERIES9_E41_REF             [REFUSED] How many females have ever used 
                             physical force or threats of physical harm 
                             to… 
ESERIES9_E41_SKP             [SKIPPED ON WEB] How many females have 
                             ever used physical force or threats of 
                             physical harm to… 
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FSERIES1_F01                 [slapped you?] How many of your current or 
                             ex-romantic or sexual partners have ever… 
FSERIES1_F02                 [pushed or shoved you?] How many of your 
                             current or ex-romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever… 
FSERIES1_F03                 [hit you with a fist or something hard?] 
                             How many of your current or ex-romantic or 
                             sexual partners have ever… 
FSERIES1_F04                 [kick you?] How many of your current or 
                             ex-romantic or sexual partners have ever… 
FSERIES1_F05                 [hurt you by pulling your hair?] How many 
                             of your current or ex-romantic or sexual 
                             partners have ever… 
FSERIES1_F06                 [slammed you against something?] How many 
                             of your current or ex-romantic or sexual 
                             partners have ever… 
FSERIES1_F07                 [tried to hurt you by coking or 
                             suffocating you?] How many of your current 
                             or ex-romantic or sexual partners have 
                             ever… 
FSERIES1_F08                 [beaten you?] How many of your current or 
                             ex-romantic or sexual partners have ever… 
FSERIES1_F09                 [burned you on purpose?] How many of your 
                             current or ex-romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever… 
FSERIES1_F10                 [used a knife on you?] How many of your 
                             current or ex-romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever… 
FSERIES1_F11                 [used a gun on you?] How many of your 
                             current or ex-romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever… 
FSERIES1_ORDM1               [Position 1] DATA ONLY: Order for FSERIES1 
FSERIES1_ORDM10              [Position 10] DATA ONLY: Order for FSERIES1 
FSERIES1_ORDM11              [Position 11] DATA ONLY: Order for FSERIES1 
FSERIES1_ORDM2               [Position 2] DATA ONLY: Order for FSERIES1 
FSERIES1_ORDM3               [Position 3] DATA ONLY: Order for FSERIES1 
FSERIES1_ORDM4               [Position 4] DATA ONLY: Order for FSERIES1 
FSERIES1_ORDM5               [Position 5] DATA ONLY: Order for FSERIES1 
FSERIES1_ORDM6               [Position 6] DATA ONLY: Order for FSERIES1 
FSERIES1_ORDM7               [Position 7] DATA ONLY: Order for FSERIES1 
FSERIES1_ORDM8               [Position 8] DATA ONLY: Order for FSERIES1 
FSERIES1_ORDM9               [Position 9] DATA ONLY: Order for FSERIES1 
FU1                          Were you ever concerned for your safety 
                             when this/these things happened with 
                             [ROSTER INITIALS]/any of these people? 
FU2                          Were you ever fearful when this/these 
                             things happened with [ROSTER INITIALS]/any 
                             of these people? 
FU3_1                        Did you ever have nightmares because of 
                             what [ROSTER INITIALS]/any of these people 
                             did to you? 
FU3_2                        Did you ever try hard not to think about 
                             or go out of your way to avoid being 
                             reminded of what [ROSTER INITIALS]/any of 
                             these people did to you? 
FU3_3                        Did you ever feel like you were constantly 
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                             on guard, watchful, or easily startled 
                             because of what [ROSTER INITIALS]/any of 
                             these people did to you? 
FU3_4                        Did you ever feel numb or detached from 
                             others, your activities, or your 
                             surroundings because of what [ROSTER 
                             INITIALS]/any of these people did to you? 
FU4                          Were you ever injured when this/these 
                             things happened with [ROSTER INITIALS]/any 
                             of these people? 
FU5                          Did you ever need medical care because of 
                             any of the things that [ROSTER 
                             INITIALS]/any of these people did? 
FU6                          Did you ever need help from law 
                             enforcement because of what [ROSTER 
                             INITIALS]/any of these people did? 
FU7                          Did you ever have to miss days of work or 
                             school when this/these things happened 
                             with [ROSTER INITIALS]/any of these people? 
G13                          Did you ever need medical care because of 
                             what a current or ex-romantic or sexual 
                             partner did to you? 
G18                          Did you ever need help from law 
                             enforcement because of the things a 
                             current or ex-romantic or sexual partner 
                             did to you? 
G19                          About how many days of work did you ever 
                             have to miss when a current or ex-romantic 
                             or sexual partner did these things to you? 
G20                          About how many days of school did you ever 
                             have to miss when a current or ex-romantic 
                             or sexual partner did these things to you? 
GENDER                       Respondent gender 
GENDER_CONFIRM               Just to confirm, you were assigned [INSERT 
                             FROM SAAB] at birth and now describe 
                             yourself as [INSERT FROM GENDER_IDA OR 
                             GENDER_IDB]. Is that correct? 
GENDER_IDA_1                 [Male] How do you describe yourself? 
GENDER_IDA_2                 [Female] How do you describe yourself? 
GENDER_IDA_3                 [Transgender] How do you describe yourself? 
GENDER_IDA_4                 [Something else, please specify:] How do 
                             you describe yourself? 
GENDER_IDA_DK                [DON'T KNOW] How do you describe yourself? 
GENDER_IDA_REF               [REFUSED] How do you describe yourself? 
GENDER_IDA_RE_1              [Male] How do you describe yourself? 
GENDER_IDA_RE_2              [Female] How do you describe yourself? 
GENDER_IDA_RE_3              [Transgender] How do you describe yourself? 
GENDER_IDA_RE_4              [Something else, please specify:] How do 
                             you describe yourself? 
GENDER_IDA_RE_DK             [DON'T KNOW] How do you describe yourself? 
GENDER_IDA_RE_REF            [REFUSED] How do you describe yourself? 
GENDER_IDA_RE_SKP            [SKIPPED ON WEB] How do you describe 
                             yourself? 
GENDER_IDA_SKP               [SKIPPED ON WEB] How do you describe 
                             yourself? 
GENDER_IDA_TOTALTIME         DATA ONLY: Total time for GENDER_IDA 
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GENDER_IDB_1                 [Man] Do you describe yourself as a man, a 
                             woman, or in some other way? 
GENDER_IDB_2                 [Woman] Do you describe yourself as a man, 
                             a woman, or in some other way? 
GENDER_IDB_3                 [In some other way, please specify:] Do 
                             you describe yourself as a man, a woman, 
                             or in some other way? 
GENDER_IDB_DK                [DON'T KNOW] Do you describe yourself as a 
                             man, a woman, or in some other way? 
GENDER_IDB_REF               [REFUSED] Do you describe yourself as a 
                             man, a woman, or in some other way? 
GENDER_IDB_RE_1              [Man] Do you describe yourself as a man, a 
                             woman, or in some other way? 
GENDER_IDB_RE_2              [Woman] Do you describe yourself as a man, 
                             a woman, or in some other way? 
GENDER_IDB_RE_3              [In some other way, please specify:] Do 
                             you describe yourself as a man, a woman, 
                             or in some other way? 
GENDER_IDB_RE_DK             [DON'T KNOW] Do you describe yourself as a 
                             man, a woman, or in some other way? 
GENDER_IDB_RE_REF            [REFUSED] Do you describe yourself as a 
                             man, a woman, or in some other way? 
GENDER_IDB_RE_SKP            [SKIPPED ON WEB] Do you describe yourself 
                             as a man, a woman, or in some other way? 
GENDER_IDB_SKP               [SKIPPED ON WEB] Do you describe yourself 
                             as a man, a woman, or in some other way? 
GENDER_IDB_TOTALTIME         DATA ONLY: Total time for GENDER_IDB 
GSERIES1_G01                 [were you ever concerned for your safety?] 
                             When any of these things happened… 
GSERIES1_G02                 [were you ever fearful for yourself or 
                             someone close to you?] When any of these 
                             things happened… 
GSERIES1_ORDM1               [Position 1] DATA ONLY: Order for GSERIES1 
GSERIES1_ORDM2               [Position 2] DATA ONLY: Order for GSERIES1 
GSERIES2_G03                 [did you ever have nightmares?] Thinking 
                             back to the physical acts, unwanted sexual 
                             […] by a current or ex romantic […] 
GSERIES2_G04                 [did you ever try hard not to think about 
                             […] to avoid being reminded of the things 
                             […]] Thinking back to the physical acts, 
                             unwanted sexual […] by a current or ex 
                             romantic […] 
GSERIES2_G05                 [did you ever feel like you were 
                             constantly on guard, watchful, or easily 
                             startled?] Thinking back to the physical 
                             acts, unwanted sexual […] by a current or 
                             ex romantic […] 
GSERIES2_G06                 [did you ever feel numb or detached from 
                             others […]] Thinking back to the physical 
                             acts, unwanted sexual […] by a current or 
                             ex romantic […] 
GSERIES2_ORDM1               [Position 1] DATA ONLY: Order for GSERIES2 
GSERIES2_ORDM2               [Position 2] DATA ONLY: Order for GSERIES2 
GSERIES2_ORDM3               [Position 3] DATA ONLY: Order for GSERIES2 
GSERIES2_ORDM4               [Position 4] DATA ONLY: Order for GSERIES2 
GSERIES3_G07                 [minor bruises or scratches?] Because of 
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                             what a current or ex-romantic […] did you 
                             ever experience 
GSERIES3_G08                 [cuts, major bruises, or black eyes?] 
                             Because of what a current or ex-romantic 
                             […] did you ever experience 
GSERIES3_G09                 [broken bones or teeth?] Because of what a 
                             current or ex-romantic […] did you ever 
                             experience 
GSERIES3_G10                 [being knocked out after getting hit, 
                             slammed against […]] Because of what a 
                             current or ex-romantic […] did you ever 
                             experience 
GSERIES3_G11                 [any other physical injuries?] Because of 
                             what a current or ex-romantic […] did you 
                             ever experience 
GSERIES3_ORDM1               [Position 1] DATA ONLY: Order for GSERIES3 
GSERIES3_ORDM2               [Position 2] DATA ONLY: Order for GSERIES3 
GSERIES3_ORDM3               [Position 3] DATA ONLY: Order for GSERIES3 
GSERIES3_ORDM4               [Position 4] DATA ONLY: Order for GSERIES3 
GSERIES3_ORDM5               [Position 5] DATA ONLY: Order for GSERIES3 
G_CONFIRM_TOTALTIME          DATA ONLY: Total time for GENDER_CONFIRM 
HH01                         Number of HH members age 0-1 
HH1317                       Number of HH members age 13-17 
HH18OV                       Number of HH members age 18+ 
HH25                         Number of HH members age 2-5 
HH612                        Number of HH members age 6-12 
HHSIZE                       Household size (including children) 
HOME_TYPE                    Type of building of panelists' residence 
HOUSING                      Home Ownership 
IDA_RE_TOTALTIME             DATA ONLY: Total time for GENDER_IDA_RE 
IDB_RE_TOTALTIME             DATA ONLY: Total time for GENDER_IDB_RE 
INCOME                       Household Income 
INCOME4                      4-level Household Income 
INCOME9                      9-level Household Income 
INTERNET                     HH internet access via dial-up, DSL, or 
                             cable broadband at home 
LastQuestionFilled           Last question filled 
MARITAL                      Marital Status 
METRO                        Metropolitan area flag 
MODE_PREF                    DATA-ONLY VARIABLE: MODE PREFERENCE 
OUTCOME_CSV                  Derived variable indicating whether (1) or 
                             not (0) a respondent reported at least one 
                             instance of contact sexual violence 
                             (including rape, unwanted sexual contact, 
                             and sexual coercion) 
OUTCOME_CSV_IP               Derived variable indicating whether (1) or 
                             not (0) a respondent reported at least one 
                             instance of contact sexual violence 
                             (including rape, unwanted sexual contact, 
                             and sexual coercion) by an intimate partner 
OUTCOME_Item_Missing         Total number of survey items to which 
                             respondent did not provide a substantial 
                             response 
OUTCOME_MTP                  Derived variable indicating whether (1) or 
                             not (0) a respondent reported at least one 
                             instance of being made-to-penetrate 
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OUTCOME_MTP_IP               Derived variable indicating whether (1) or 
                             not (0) a respondent reported at least one 
                             instance of being made-to-penetrate by an 
                             intimate partner 
OUTCOME_Perpetrator_Count    Total number of perpetrators indicated by 
                             respondent across physical violence, 
                             stalking, and contanct sexual violence 
                             survey items 
OUTCOME_Physical_Violence    Derived variable indicating whether (1) or 
                             not (0) a respondent reported at least one 
                             instance of physical violence 
OUTCOME_Physical_Violence_IP Derived variable indicating whether (1) or 
                             not (0) a respondent reported at least one 
                             instance of physical violence by an 
                             intimate partner 
OUTCOME_Rape                 Derived variable indicating whether (1) or 
                             not (0) a respondent reported at least one 
                             instance of a rape-related behavior 
OUTCOME_Rape_IP              Derived variable indicating whether (1) or 
                             not (0) a respondent reported at least one 
                             instance of a rape-related behavior by an 
                             intimate partner 
OUTCOME_Sexual_Coercion      Derived variable indicating whether (1) or 
                             not (0) a respondent reported at least one 
                             instance of sexual coercion 
OUTCOME_Sexual_Coercion_IP   Derived variable indicating whether (1) or 
                             not (0) a respondent reported at least one 
                             instance of  sexual coercion by an 
                             intimate partner 
OUTCOME_Stalking             Derived variable indicating whether (1) or 
                             not (0) a respondent reported at least one 
                             instance of being stalked 
OUTCOME_Stalking_IP          Derived variable indicating whether (1) or 
                             not (0) a respondent reported at least one 
                             instance of being stalked by an intimate 
                             partner 
OUTCOME_Total_IPV            Derived variable indicating whether (1) or 
                             not (0) a respondent reported at least one 
                             instance of a contact sexual violence, 
                             stalking, or physical violence behavior by 
                             an intimate partner 
OUTCOME_Total_Impact_IPV     Derived variable indicating whether (1) or 
                             not (0) a respondent reported at least one 
                             instance of intimate partner violence 
                             where they felt fearful, concerned for 
                             their safety, or leading them to be on 
                             guard or have nightmares 
OUTCOME_Unwanted_SC          Derived variable indicating whether (1) or 
                             not (0) a respondent reported unwanted 
                             sexual contact 
OUTCOME_Unwanted_SC_IP       Derived variable indicating whether (1) or 
                             not (0) a respondent reported unwanted 
                             sexual contact by an intimate partner 
PHONESERVICE                 Telephone service for the household 
PHSTAT                       Would you say your health in general is 
                             excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor? 
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PROBE_DE1                    [SKIPPED ON WEB] Could you please explain 
                             how you calculated or came up with that 
                             answer? 
PROBE_DE2                    Please think about how you calculated or 
                             came up with that answer. Which of the 
                             following strategies did you use when 
                             answering the question? 
PROBE_DE3                    Please rate your level of confidence […] 
                             when you said [DOV_EFILL_NUMB] people have 
                             [DOV_EFILL_BEHAV] you. 
PROBE_F1                     [SKIPPED ON WEB] Could you please explain 
                             how you calculated or came up with that 
                             answer? 
PROBE_F2                     Please think about how you calculated or 
                             came up with that answer. Which of the 
                             following strategies did you use when 
                             answering the question? 
PROBE_F3                     Please rate your level of confidence […] 
                             when you said [DOV_FFILL_NUMB] people have 
                             [DOV_FFILL_BEHAV] you. 
PROBE_PV1                    You said that [DOV_PVFILL_NUMB] people 
                             have [DOV_PVFILL_BEHAV] you. Could you 
                             please explain how you calculated or came 
                             up with that answer? 
PROBE_PV1_TOTALTIME          DATA ONLY: Total time for PROBE_PV1 
PROBE_PV2                    Please think about how you calculated or 
                             came up with that answer. Which of the 
                             following strategies did you use when 
                             answering the question? 
PROBE_PV2_TOTALTIME          DATA ONLY: Total time for PROBE_PV2 
PROBE_PV3                    Please rate your level of confidence that 
                             you listed the correct number of people 
                             when you said [DOV_PVFILL_NUMB] people 
                             have [DOV_PVFILL_BEHAV] you. 
PROBE_PV3_TOTALTIME          DATA ONLY: Total time for PROBE_PV3 
PROBE_SAAB_DK_1              [I don’t understand what the question is 
                             asking] Why did you answer 'Don’t know' 
                             for what sex you were assigned at birth, 
                             on your original birth certificate? 
PROBE_SAAB_DK_2              [I’ve never seen my birth certificate] Why 
                             did you answer 'Don’t know' for what sex 
                             you were assigned at birth, on your 
                             original birth certificate? 
PROBE_SAAB_DK_3              [I don’t want to answer this question] Why 
                             did you answer 'Don’t know' for what sex 
                             you were assigned at birth, on your 
                             original birth certificate? 
PROBE_SAAB_DK_4              [This was a mistake, I meant to say:] Why 
                             did you answer 'Don’t know' for what sex 
                             you were assigned at birth, on your 
                             original birth certificate? 
PROBE_SAAB_DK_5              [Other, specify:] Why did you answer 
                             'Don’t know' for what sex you were 
                             assigned at birth, on your original birth 
                             certificate? 
PROBE_SAAB_DK_DK             [DON'T KNOW] Why did you answer 'Don’t 
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                             know' for what sex you were assigned at 
                             birth, on your original birth certificate? 
PROBE_SAAB_DK_REF            [REFUSED] Why did you answer 'Don’t know' 
                             for what sex you were assigned at birth, 
                             on your original birth certificate? 
PROBE_SAAB_DK_SKP            [SKIPPED ON WEB] Why did you answer 'Don’t 
                             know' for what sex you were assigned at 
                             birth, on your original birth certificate? 
PROBE_SAAB_REF_1             [I don’t understand what the question is 
                             asking] You didn’t answer what sex you 
                             were assigned at birth, on your original 
                             birth certificate? Can you tell us why? 
PROBE_SAAB_REF_2             [I’ve never seen my birth certificate] You 
                             didn’t answer what sex you were assigned 
                             at birth, on your original birth 
                             certificate? Can you tell us why? 
PROBE_SAAB_REF_3             [I don’t want to answer this question] You 
                             didn’t answer what sex you were assigned 
                             at birth, on your original birth 
                             certificate? Can you tell us why? 
PROBE_SAAB_REF_4             [This was a mistake, I meant to say:] You 
                             didn’t answer what sex you were assigned 
                             at birth, on your original birth 
                             certificate? Can you tell us why? 
PROBE_SAAB_REF_5             [Other, specify:] You didn’t answer what 
                             sex you were assigned at birth, on your 
                             original birth certificate? Can you tell 
                             us why? 
PROBE_SAAB_REF_DK            [DON'T KNOW] You didn’t answer what sex 
                             you were assigned at birth, on your 
                             original birth certificate? Can you tell 
                             us why? 
PROBE_SAAB_REF_REF           [REFUSED] You didn’t answer what sex you 
                             were assigned at birth, on your original 
                             birth certificate? Can you tell us why? 
PROBE_SAAB_REF_SKP           [SKIPPED ON WEB] You didn’t answer what 
                             sex you were assigned at birth, on your 
                             original birth certificate? Can you tell 
                             us why? 
PROBE_SV1                    [SKIPPED ON WEB] Could you please explain 
                             how you calculated or came up with that 
                             answer? 
PROBE_SV2                    Please think about how you calculated or 
                             came up with that answer. Which of the 
                             following strategies did you use when 
                             answering the question? 
PROBE_SV3                    Please rate your level of confidence […] 
                             when you said [DOV_SVFILL_NUMB] people 
                             have [DOV_SVFILL_BEHAV] you. 
PV10                         [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever beaten you? 
PV10_ORIG                    [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever beaten you? 
PV11                         [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many of your 
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                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever burned you on purpose? 
PV11_ORIG                    [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever burned you on purpose? 
PV12                         [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever used a knife or gun on you? 
PV12_ORIG                    [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever used a knife or gun on you? 
PV2                          [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever slapped you? 
PV2_ORIG                     [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever slapped you? 
PV3                          [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever pushed or shoved you? 
PV3_ORIG                     [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever pushed or shoved you? 
PV4                          [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever hit you with a fist or something 
                             hard? 
PV4_ORIG                     [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever hit you with a fist or something 
                             hard? 
PV5                          [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever kicked you? 
PV5_ORIG                     [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever kicked you? 
PV6                          [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever hurt you by pulling your hair? 
PV6_ORIG                     [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever hurt you by pulling your hair? 
PV7                          [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever slammed you against something? 
PV7_ORIG                     [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever slammed you against something? 
PV9                          [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever tried to hurt you by choking or 
                             suffocating you? 
PV9_ORIG                     [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many of your 
                             current or ex romantic or sexual partners 
                             have ever tried to hurt you by choking or 
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                             suffocating you? 
P_GENDEXP                    Custom Preload: Gender Identification 
                             Probe Question-Type Experiment 
P_NISVS                      Custom Preload: NISVS Survey 
                             Administration Format 
P_PROBEEXP                   Custom Preload: Open vs. Closed Probe 
                             Format Experiment 
P_RCRTYR                     Custom Preload: Panel Recruitment Year 
QUAL                         DATA-ONLY VARIABLE: QUAL 
RACETHNICITY                 Combined Race/Ethnicity 
REGION4                      4-level region 
REGION9                      9-level region 
REL_ROSTER_GEN1              [Gender - Person 1] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN10             [Gender - Person 10] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN100            [Gender - Person 100] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN101            [Gender - Person 101] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN102            [Gender - Person 102] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN103            [Gender - Person 103] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN104            [Gender - Person 104] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN105            [Gender - Person 105] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN106            [Gender - Person 106] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN107            [Gender - Person 107] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN108            [Gender - Person 108] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN109            [Gender - Person 109] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN11             [Gender - Person 11] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN110            [Gender - Person 110] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN111            [Gender - Person 111] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN112            [Gender - Person 112] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
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                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN113            [Gender - Person 113] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN114            [Gender - Person 114] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN115            [Gender - Person 115] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN116            [Gender - Person 116] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN117            [Gender - Person 117] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN118            [Gender - Person 118] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN119            [Gender - Person 119] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN12             [Gender - Person 12] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN120            [Gender - Person 120] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN121            [Gender - Person 121] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN122            [Gender - Person 122] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN123            [Gender - Person 123] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN13             [Gender - Person 13] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN14             [Gender - Person 14] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN15             [Gender - Person 15] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN16             [Gender - Person 16] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN17             [Gender - Person 17] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN18             [Gender - Person 18] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN19             [Gender - Person 19] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN2              [Gender - Person 2] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN20             [Gender - Person 20] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN21             [Gender - Person 21] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
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REL_ROSTER_GEN22             [Gender - Person 22] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN23             [Gender - Person 23] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN24             [Gender - Person 24] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN25             [Gender - Person 25] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN26             [Gender - Person 26] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN27             [Gender - Person 27] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN28             [Gender - Person 28] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN29             [Gender - Person 29] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN3              [Gender - Person 3] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN30             [Gender - Person 30] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN31             [Gender - Person 31] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN32             [Gender - Person 32] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN33             [Gender - Person 33] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN34             [Gender - Person 34] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN35             [Gender - Person 35] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN36             [Gender - Person 36] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN37             [Gender - Person 37] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN38             [Gender - Person 38] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN39             [Gender - Person 39] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN4              [Gender - Person 4] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN40             [Gender - Person 40] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN41             [Gender - Person 41] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN42             [Gender - Person 42] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN43             [Gender - Person 43] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN44             [Gender - Person 44] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN45             [Gender - Person 45] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN46             [Gender - Person 46] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN47             [Gender - Person 47] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
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REL_ROSTER_GEN48             [Gender - Person 48] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN49             [Gender - Person 49] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN5              [Gender - Person 5] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN50             [Gender - Person 50] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN51             [Gender - Person 51] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN52             [Gender - Person 52] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN53             [Gender - Person 53] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN54             [Gender - Person 54] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN55             [Gender - Person 55] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN56             [Gender - Person 56] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN57             [Gender - Person 57] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN58             [Gender - Person 58] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN59             [Gender - Person 59] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN6              [Gender - Person 6] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN60             [Gender - Person 60] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN61             [Gender - Person 61] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN62             [Gender - Person 62] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN63             [Gender - Person 63] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN64             [Gender - Person 64] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN65             [Gender - Person 65] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN66             [Gender - Person 66] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN67             [Gender - Person 67] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN68             [Gender - Person 68] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN69             [Gender - Person 69] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN7              [Gender - Person 7] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN70             [Gender - Person 70] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN71             [Gender - Person 71] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN72             [Gender - Person 72] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
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REL_ROSTER_GEN73             [Gender - Person 73] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN74             [Gender - Person 74] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN75             [Gender - Person 75] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN76             [Gender - Person 76] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN77             [Gender - Person 77] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN78             [Gender - Person 78] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN79             [Gender - Person 79] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN8              [Gender - Person 8] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN80             [Gender - Person 80] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN81             [Gender - Person 81] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN82             [Gender - Person 82] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN83             [Gender - Person 83] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN84             [Gender - Person 84] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN85             [Gender - Person 85] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN86             [Gender - Person 86] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN87             [Gender - Person 87] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN88             [Gender - Person 88] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN89             [Gender - Person 89] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN9              [Gender - Person 9] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN90             [Gender - Person 90] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN91             [Gender - Person 91] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN92             [Gender - Person 92] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN93             [Gender - Person 93] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN94             [Gender - Person 94] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN95             [Gender - Person 95] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN96             [Gender - Person 96] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN97             [Gender - Person 97] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_GEN98             [Gender - Person 98] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
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REL_ROSTER_GEN99             [Gender - Person 99] Please indicate their 
                             gender and your relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL1              [Relationship - Person 1] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL10             [Relationship - Person 10] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL100            [Relationship - Person 100] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL101            [Relationship - Person 101] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL102            [Relationship - Person 102] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL103            [Relationship - Person 103] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL104            [Relationship - Person 104] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL105            [Relationship - Person 105] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL106            [Relationship - Person 106] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL107            [Relationship - Person 107] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL108            [Relationship - Person 108] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL109            [Relationship - Person 109] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL11             [Relationship - Person 11] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL110            [Relationship - Person 110] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL111            [Relationship - Person 111] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL112            [Relationship - Person 112] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL113            [Relationship - Person 113] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL114            [Relationship - Person 114] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
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REL_ROSTER_REL115            [Relationship - Person 115] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL116            [Relationship - Person 116] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL117            [Relationship - Person 117] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL118            [Relationship - Person 118] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL119            [Relationship - Person 119] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL12             [Relationship - Person 12] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL120            [Relationship - Person 120] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL121            [Relationship - Person 121] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL122            [Relationship - Person 122] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL123            [Relationship - Person 123] Please 
                             indicate their gender and your 
                             relationship with them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL13             [Relationship - Person 13] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL14             [Relationship - Person 14] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL15             [Relationship - Person 15] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL16             [Relationship - Person 16] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL17             [Relationship - Person 17] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL18             [Relationship - Person 18] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL19             [Relationship - Person 19] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL2              [Relationship - Person 2] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL20             [Relationship - Person 20] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
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                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL21             [Relationship - Person 21] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL22             [Relationship - Person 22] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL23             [Relationship - Person 23] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL24             [Relationship - Person 24] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL25             [Relationship - Person 25] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL26             [Relationship - Person 26] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL27             [Relationship - Person 27] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL28             [Relationship - Person 28] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL29             [Relationship - Person 29] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL3              [Relationship - Person 3] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL30             [Relationship - Person 30] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL31             [Relationship - Person 31] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL32             [Relationship - Person 32] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL33             [Relationship - Person 33] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL34             [Relationship - Person 34] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL35             [Relationship - Person 35] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL36             [Relationship - Person 36] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL37             [Relationship - Person 37] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL38             [Relationship - Person 38] Please indicate 
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                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL39             [Relationship - Person 39] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL4              [Relationship - Person 4] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL40             [Relationship - Person 40] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL41             [Relationship - Person 41] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL42             [Relationship - Person 42] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL43             [Relationship - Person 43] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL44             [Relationship - Person 44] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL45             [Relationship - Person 45] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL46             [Relationship - Person 46] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL47             [Relationship - Person 47] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL48             [Relationship - Person 48] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL49             [Relationship - Person 49] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL5              [Relationship - Person 5] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL50             [Relationship - Person 50] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL51             [Relationship - Person 51] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL52             [Relationship - Person 52] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL53             [Relationship - Person 53] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL54             [Relationship - Person 54] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
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REL_ROSTER_REL55             [Relationship - Person 55] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL56             [Relationship - Person 56] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL57             [Relationship - Person 57] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL58             [Relationship - Person 58] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL59             [Relationship - Person 59] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL6              [Relationship - Person 6] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL60             [Relationship - Person 60] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL61             [Relationship - Person 61] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL62             [Relationship - Person 62] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL63             [Relationship - Person 63] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL64             [Relationship - Person 64] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL65             [Relationship - Person 65] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL66             [Relationship - Person 66] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL67             [Relationship - Person 67] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL68             [Relationship - Person 68] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL69             [Relationship - Person 69] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL7              [Relationship - Person 7] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL70             [Relationship - Person 70] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL71             [Relationship - Person 71] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
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                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL72             [Relationship - Person 72] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL73             [Relationship - Person 73] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL74             [Relationship - Person 74] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL75             [Relationship - Person 75] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL76             [Relationship - Person 76] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL77             [Relationship - Person 77] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL78             [Relationship - Person 78] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL79             [Relationship - Person 79] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL8              [Relationship - Person 8] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL80             [Relationship - Person 80] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL81             [Relationship - Person 81] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL82             [Relationship - Person 82] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL83             [Relationship - Person 83] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL84             [Relationship - Person 84] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL85             [Relationship - Person 85] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL86             [Relationship - Person 86] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL87             [Relationship - Person 87] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL88             [Relationship - Person 88] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL89             [Relationship - Person 89] Please indicate 
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                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL9              [Relationship - Person 9] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL90             [Relationship - Person 90] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL91             [Relationship - Person 91] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL92             [Relationship - Person 92] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL93             [Relationship - Person 93] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL94             [Relationship - Person 94] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL95             [Relationship - Person 95] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL96             [Relationship - Person 96] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL97             [Relationship - Person 97] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL98             [Relationship - Person 98] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
REL_ROSTER_REL99             [Relationship - Person 99] Please indicate 
                             their gender and your relationship with 
                             them. 
RND_01                       DATA ONLY: Controls Order of SAAB and 
                             GENDER_IDA/GENDER_IDB 
S1                           [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have made unwanted phone calls to you? 
                             This includes hang-up calls. 
S1_ORIG                      [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have made unwanted phone calls to you? 
                             This includes hang-up calls. 
S2                           [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever sent you unwanted emails, 
                             instant messages […]? 
S2_ORIG                      [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever sent you unwanted emails, 
                             instant messages […]? 
S3                           [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever left you cards, letters, 
                             flowers, or presents when they knew you 
                             didn’t want them to? 
S3_ORIG                      [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever left you cards, letters, 
                             flowers, or presents when they knew you 
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                             didn’t want them to? 
S4                           [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever watched or followed you from a 
                             distance, or spied on you with a listening 
                             device, camera, or GPS (global positioning 
                             system)? 
S4_ORIG                      [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever watched or followed you from a 
                             distance, or spied on you with a listening 
                             device, camera, or GPS (global positioning 
                             system)? 
S5                           [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever approached you or showed up in 
                             places, such as your home, workplace […]? 
S5_ORIG                      [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever approached you or showed up in 
                             places, such as your home, workplace […]? 
S6                           [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever left strange or potentially 
                             threatening items for you to find? 
S6_ORIG                      [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever left strange or potentially 
                             threatening items for you to find? 
S7                           [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever sneaked into your home or car 
                             and did things […]? 
S7_ORIG                      [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever sneaked into your home or car 
                             and did things […]? 
S8                           [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever left you unwanted messages? This 
                             includes text or voice messages. 
S8_ORIG                      [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever left you unwanted messages? This 
                             includes text or voice messages. 
SAAB                         What sex were you assigned at birth, on 
                             your original birth certificate? 
SAAB_RE                      What sex were you assigned at birth, on 
                             your original birth certificate? 
SAAB_RE_TOTALTIME            DATA ONLY: Total time for SAAB_RE 
SAAB_TOTALTIME               DATA ONLY: Total time for SAAB 
SEXID                        Which of the following best represents how 
                             you think of yourself? 
SEX_BEHCUR                   Are you currently romantically or sexually 
                             involved with someone? 
SEX_BEHCURGEN                Is the person you are romantically or 
                             sexually involved with a male or a female? 
SEX_BEHEV                    During your life, with whom have you had 
                             sexual contact? 
SFU1A_L1                     [Loop 1] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L10                    [Loop 10] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L11                    [Loop 11] Thinking about when you were the 
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                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L12                    [Loop 12] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L13                    [Loop 13] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L14                    [Loop 14] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L15                    [Loop 15] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L16                    [Loop 16] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L17                    [Loop 17] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L18                    [Loop 18] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L19                    [Loop 19] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L2                     [Loop 2] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L20                    [Loop 20] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L21                    [Loop 21] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L22                    [Loop 22] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L23                    [Loop 23] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L24                    [Loop 24] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L25                    [Loop 25] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L26                    [Loop 26] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L27                    [Loop 27] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L28                    [Loop 28] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
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SFU1A_L29                    [Loop 29] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L3                     [Loop 3] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L30                    [Loop 30] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L31                    [Loop 31] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L32                    [Loop 32] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L33                    [Loop 33] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L34                    [Loop 34] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L35                    [Loop 35] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L36                    [Loop 36] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L37                    [Loop 37] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L38                    [Loop 38] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L39                    [Loop 39] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L4                     [Loop 4] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L40                    [Loop 40] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L41                    [Loop 41] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L42                    [Loop 42] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L43                    [Loop 43] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L44                    [Loop 44] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L45                    [Loop 45] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
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                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L46                    [Loop 46] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L47                    [Loop 47] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L48                    [Loop 48] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L49                    [Loop 49] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L5                     [Loop 5] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L50                    [Loop 50] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L51                    [Loop 51] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L52                    [Loop 52] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L53                    [Loop 53] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L54                    [Loop 54] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L6                     [Loop 6] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L7                     [Loop 7] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L8                     [Loop 8] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1A_L9                     [Loop 9] Thinking about when you were the 
                             most fearful, how fearful were you about 
                             the things [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did? 
SFU1_L1                      [Loop 1] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L10                     [Loop 10] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L11                     [Loop 11] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L12                     [Loop 12] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L13                     [Loop 13] Were you ever fearful when 
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                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L14                     [Loop 14] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L15                     [Loop 15] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L16                     [Loop 16] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L17                     [Loop 17] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L18                     [Loop 18] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L19                     [Loop 19] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L2                      [Loop 2] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L20                     [Loop 20] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L21                     [Loop 21] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L22                     [Loop 22] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L23                     [Loop 23] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L24                     [Loop 24] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L25                     [Loop 25] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L26                     [Loop 26] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L27                     [Loop 27] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L28                     [Loop 28] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L29                     [Loop 29] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L3                      [Loop 3] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
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SFU1_L30                     [Loop 30] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L31                     [Loop 31] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L32                     [Loop 32] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L33                     [Loop 33] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L34                     [Loop 34] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L35                     [Loop 35] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L36                     [Loop 36] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L37                     [Loop 37] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L38                     [Loop 38] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L39                     [Loop 39] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L4                      [Loop 4] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L40                     [Loop 40] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L41                     [Loop 41] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L42                     [Loop 42] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L43                     [Loop 43] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L44                     [Loop 44] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L45                     [Loop 45] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L46                     [Loop 46] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L47                     [Loop 47] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
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                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L48                     [Loop 48] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L49                     [Loop 49] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L5                      [Loop 5] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L50                     [Loop 50] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L51                     [Loop 51] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L52                     [Loop 52] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L53                     [Loop 53] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L54                     [Loop 54] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L6                      [Loop 6] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L7                      [Loop 7] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L8                      [Loop 8] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU1_L9                      [Loop 9] Were you ever fearful when 
                             [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] did 
                             [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU3_L1                      [Loop 1] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever make 
                             threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L10                     [Loop 10] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L11                     [Loop 11] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L12                     [Loop 12] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L13                     [Loop 13] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L14                     [Loop 14] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L15                     [Loop 15] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L16                     [Loop 16] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L17                     [Loop 17] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L18                     [Loop 18] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
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                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L19                     [Loop 19] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L2                      [Loop 2] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever make 
                             threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L20                     [Loop 20] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L21                     [Loop 21] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L22                     [Loop 22] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L23                     [Loop 23] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L24                     [Loop 24] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L25                     [Loop 25] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L26                     [Loop 26] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L27                     [Loop 27] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L28                     [Loop 28] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L29                     [Loop 29] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L3                      [Loop 3] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever make 
                             threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L30                     [Loop 30] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L31                     [Loop 31] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L32                     [Loop 32] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L33                     [Loop 33] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L34                     [Loop 34] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L35                     [Loop 35] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L36                     [Loop 36] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L37                     [Loop 37] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L38                     [Loop 38] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L39                     [Loop 39] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L4                      [Loop 4] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever make 
                             threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L40                     [Loop 40] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L41                     [Loop 41] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L42                     [Loop 42] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L43                     [Loop 43] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
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                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L44                     [Loop 44] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L45                     [Loop 45] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L46                     [Loop 46] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L47                     [Loop 47] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L48                     [Loop 48] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L49                     [Loop 49] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L5                      [Loop 5] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever make 
                             threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L50                     [Loop 50] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L51                     [Loop 51] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L52                     [Loop 52] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L53                     [Loop 53] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L54                     [Loop 54] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever 
                             make threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L6                      [Loop 6] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever make 
                             threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L7                      [Loop 7] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever make 
                             threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L8                      [Loop 8] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever make 
                             threats to physically harm you? 
SFU3_L9                      [Loop 9] Did [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] ever make 
                             threats to physically harm you? 
SFU4_L1                      [Loop 1] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L10                     [Loop 10] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L11                     [Loop 11] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L12                     [Loop 12] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L13                     [Loop 13] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L14                     [Loop 14] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
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                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L15                     [Loop 15] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L16                     [Loop 16] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L17                     [Loop 17] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L18                     [Loop 18] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L19                     [Loop 19] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L2                      [Loop 2] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L20                     [Loop 20] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L21                     [Loop 21] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L22                     [Loop 22] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L23                     [Loop 23] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L24                     [Loop 24] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L25                     [Loop 25] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L26                     [Loop 26] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L27                     [Loop 27] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
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                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L28                     [Loop 28] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L29                     [Loop 29] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L3                      [Loop 3] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L30                     [Loop 30] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L31                     [Loop 31] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L32                     [Loop 32] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L33                     [Loop 33] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L34                     [Loop 34] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L35                     [Loop 35] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L36                     [Loop 36] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L37                     [Loop 37] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L38                     [Loop 38] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L39                     [Loop 39] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L4                      [Loop 4] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
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                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L40                     [Loop 40] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L41                     [Loop 41] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L42                     [Loop 42] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L43                     [Loop 43] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L44                     [Loop 44] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L45                     [Loop 45] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L46                     [Loop 46] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L47                     [Loop 47] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L48                     [Loop 48] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L49                     [Loop 49] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L5                      [Loop 5] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L50                     [Loop 50] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L51                     [Loop 51] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L52                     [Loop 52] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
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                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L53                     [Loop 53] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L54                     [Loop 54] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L6                      [Loop 6] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L7                      [Loop 7] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L8                      [Loop 8] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SFU4_L9                      [Loop 9] Did you ever believe you or 
                             someone close to you would be seriously 
                             harmed or killed when [SFU_LOOP_INITIALS] 
                             did [LOOP_STALKNUM_TEXT]? 
SRHPSYCH                     Would you say your mental health is 
                             excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor? 
STALKER_ALL_1                DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 1 
                             - Text for PV2 Roster Row 1 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_10               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 10 
                             - Text for PV5 Roster Row 1 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_11               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 11 
                             - Text for PV5 Roster Row 2 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_12               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 12 
                             - Text for PV5 Roster Row 3 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_13               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 13 
                             - Text for PV6 Roster Row 1 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_14               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 14 
                             - Text for PV6 Roster Row 2 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_15               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 15 
                             - Text for PV6 Roster Row 3 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_16               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 16 
                             - Text for PV7 Roster Row 1 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_17               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 17 
                             - Text for PV7 Roster Row 2 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_18               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 18 
                             - Text for PV7 Roster Row 3 (If selected 
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                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_19               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 19 
                             - Text for PV9 Roster Row 1 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_2                DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 2 
                             - Text for PV2 Roster Row 2 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_20               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 20 
                             - Text for PV9 Roster Row 2 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_21               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 21 
                             - Text for PV9 Roster Row 3 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_22               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 22 
                             - Text for PV10 Roster Row 1 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_23               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 23 
                             - Text for PV10 Roster Row 2 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_24               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 24 
                             - Text for PV10 Roster Row 3 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_25               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 25 
                             - Text for PV11 Roster Row 1 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_26               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 26 
                             - Text for PV11 Roster Row 2 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_27               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 27 
                             - Text for PV11 Roster Row 3 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_28               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 28 
                             - Text for PV12 Roster Row 1 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_29               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 29 
                             - Text for PV12 Roster Row 2 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_3                DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 3 
                             - Text for PV2 Roster Row 3 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_30               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 30 
                             - Text for PV12 Roster Row 3 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_31               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 31 
                             - Text for S4 Roster Row 1 
STALKER_ALL_32               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 32 
                             - Text for S4 Roster Row 2 
STALKER_ALL_33               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 33 
                             - Text for S4 Roster Row 3 
STALKER_ALL_34               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 34 
                             - Text for S5 Roster Row 1 
STALKER_ALL_35               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 35 
                             - Text for S5 Roster Row 2 
STALKER_ALL_36               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 36 
                             - Text for S5 Roster Row 3 
STALKER_ALL_37               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 37 
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                             - Text for S6 Roster Row 1 
STALKER_ALL_38               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 38 
                             - Text for S6 Roster Row 2 
STALKER_ALL_39               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 39 
                             - Text for S6 Roster Row 3 
STALKER_ALL_4                DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 4 
                             - Text for PV3 Roster Row 1 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_40               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 40 
                             - Text for S7 Roster Row 1 
STALKER_ALL_41               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 41 
                             - Text for S7 Roster Row 2 
STALKER_ALL_42               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 42 
                             - Text for S7 Roster Row 3 
STALKER_ALL_43               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 43 
                             - Text for S8 Roster Row 1 
STALKER_ALL_44               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 44 
                             - Text for S8 Roster Row 2 
STALKER_ALL_45               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 45 
                             - Text for S8 Roster Row 3 
STALKER_ALL_46               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 46 
                             - Text for S1 Roster Row 1 
STALKER_ALL_47               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 47 
                             - Text for S1 Roster Row 2 
STALKER_ALL_48               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 48 
                             - Text for S1 Roster Row 3 
STALKER_ALL_49               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 49 
                             - Text for S2 Roster Row 1 
STALKER_ALL_5                DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 5 
                             - Text for PV3 Roster Row 2 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_50               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 50 
                             - Text for S2 Roster Row 2 
STALKER_ALL_51               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 51 
                             - Text for S2 Roster Row 3 
STALKER_ALL_52               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 52 
                             - Text for S3 Roster Row 1 
STALKER_ALL_53               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 53 
                             - Text for S3 Roster Row 2 
STALKER_ALL_54               DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 54 
                             - Text for S3 Roster Row 3 
STALKER_ALL_6                DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 6 
                             - Text for PV3 Roster Row 3 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_7                DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 7 
                             - Text for PV4 Roster Row 1 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_8                DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 8 
                             - Text for PV4 Roster Row 2 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKER_ALL_9                DATA ONLY VARIABLE: DOV_STALK_PERP Loop 9 
                             - Text for PV4 Roster Row 3 (If selected 
                             in Section S, S1-S8) 
STALKSERIES_C01              [followed you around and watched you when 
                             you did not want them to?] Has anyone ever… 
STALKSERIES_C02              [approached you or showed up in places, 
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                             such as your home, work, or school when 
                             you did not want them to?] Has anyone ever… 
STALKSERIES_C03              [used GPS technology or equipment to 
                             monitor or track your location when you 
                             did not want them to?] Has anyone ever… 
STALKSERIES_C04              [left strange or potentially threatening 
                             items for you to find?] Has anyone ever… 
STALKSERIES_C05              [sneaked into your home or car and did 
                             things to scare you by letting you know 
                             they had been there?] Has anyone ever… 
STALKSERIES_C06              [used technology such as a hidden camera, 
                             recorder, or computer software to spy on 
                             you from a distance?] Has anyone ever… 
STALKSERIES_C07              [made unwanted phone calls to you, 
                             including hang-ups and voice messages?] 
                             Has anyone ever… 
STALKSERIES_C08              [sent you unwanted text messages, photo 
                             messages, emails, or messages through 
                             Facebook, Twitter, or other social media?] 
                             Has anyone ever… 
STALKSERIES_C09              [sent you cards, letters, flowers, or 
                             presents when they knew you didn’t want 
                             them to?] Has anyone ever… 
STALKSERIES_SUM              DATA ONLY: Sum of 'Yes' Responses in 
                             STALKSERIES 
STATE                        State 
SURV_MODE                    Survey interview mode (online or phone) 
SV10A                        [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] When you were 
                             drunk, high […] how many people have ever 
                             put their mouth on your penis/vagina? 
SV10A_ORIG                   [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] When you were 
                             drunk, high […] how many people have ever 
                             put their mouth on your penis/vagina? 
SV10B                        [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] When you were 
                             drunk, high […] how many people have ever 
                             put their mouth on your anus? 
SV10B_ORIG                   [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] When you were 
                             drunk, high […] how many people have ever 
                             put their mouth on your anus? 
SV11A                        [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] When you were 
                             drunk, high […] how many people have ever 
                             made you put your mouth on their vagina or 
                             anus? 
SV11A_ORIG                   [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] When you were 
                             drunk, high […] how many people have ever 
                             made you put your mouth on their vagina or 
                             anus? 
SV11B                        [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] When you were 
                             drunk, high […] how many people have ever 
                             made you put your mouth on their vagina or 
                             anus? 
SV11B_ORIG                   [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] When you were 
                             drunk, high […] how many people have ever 
                             made you put your mouth on their vagina or 
                             anus? 
SV11C                        [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] When you were 
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                             drunk, high […] how many people have ever 
                             put their fingers or an object in your […]? 
SV11C_ORIG                   [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] When you were 
                             drunk, high […] how many people have ever 
                             put their fingers or an object in your […]? 
SV12                         [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force or threats 
                             to physically harm you to make you have 
                             vaginal sex? 
SV12_ORIG                    [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force or threats 
                             to physically harm you to make you have 
                             vaginal sex? 
SV13                         [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force or threats 
                             to physically harm you to make you perform 
                             anal sex? 
SV13_ORIG                    [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force or threats 
                             to physically harm you to make you perform 
                             anal sex? 
SV14                         [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force or threats 
                             to physically harm you to make you receive 
                             anal sex? 
SV14_ORIG                    [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force or threats 
                             to physically harm you to make you receive 
                             anal sex? 
SV15A                        [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force or threats 
                             to physically harm you to make you put 
                             their mouth on your penis/vagina? 
SV15A_ORIG                   [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force or threats 
                             to physically harm you to make you put 
                             their mouth on your penis/vagina? 
SV15B                        [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force or threats 
                             to physically harm you to make you put 
                             their mouth on your anus? 
SV15B_ORIG                   [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force or threats 
                             to physically harm you to make you put 
                             their mouth on your anus? 
SV16A                        [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force […] to make 
                             you put your mouth on their vagina or anus? 
SV16A_ORIG                   [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force […] to make 
                             you put your mouth on their vagina or anus? 
SV16B                        [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force […] to make 
                             you put your mouth on their penis? 
SV16B_ORIG                   [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force […] to make 
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                             you put your mouth on their penis? 
SV17                         [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force […] to make 
                             you put their fingers […] in your 
                             anus/vagina? 
SV17_ORIG                    [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force […] to make 
                             you put their fingers […] in your 
                             anus/vagina? 
SV18A                        [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force […] to try 
                             to make you have vaginal […] but sex did 
                             not happen? 
SV18A_ORIG                   [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force […] to try 
                             to make you have vaginal […] but sex did 
                             not happen? 
SV18B                        [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force […] to try 
                             to make you have vaginal, oral, or anal 
                             […] but sex did not happen? 
SV18B_ORIG                   [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever used physical force […] to try 
                             to make you have vaginal, oral, or anal 
                             […] but sex did not happen? 
SV19                         [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have you had vaginal, oral, or anal sex 
                             with after they pressured you by doing 
                             things […]? 
SV19_ORIG                    [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have you had vaginal, oral, or anal sex 
                             with after they pressured you by doing 
                             things […]? 
SV20                         [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have you had vaginal, oral, or anal sex 
                             with after they pressured you by wearing 
                             you down […]? 
SV20_ORIG                    [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have you had vaginal, oral, or anal sex 
                             with after they pressured you by wearing 
                             you down […]? 
SV21                         [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have you had vaginal, oral, or anal sex 
                             with after they pressured you by using 
                             their influence […]? 
SV21_ORIG                    [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have you had vaginal, oral, or anal sex 
                             with after they pressured you by using 
                             their influence […]? 
SV5                          [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
                             have ever kissed you in a sexual way when 
                             you didn’t want it to happen? 
SV5_ORIG                     [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever kissed you in a sexual way when 
                             you didn’t want it to happen? 
SV6                          [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] How many people 
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                             have ever fondled, groped, grabbed, or 
                             touched you […]? 
SV6_ORIG                     [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] How many people 
                             have ever fondled, groped, grabbed, or 
                             touched you […]? 
SV7                          [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] When you were 
                             drunk, high […] how many people have ever 
                             had vaginal sex with you? 
SV7_ORIG                     [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] When you were 
                             drunk, high […] how many people have ever 
                             had vaginal sex with you? 
SV8                          [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] When you were 
                             drunk, high […] how many people have made 
                             you perform anal sex […]? 
SV8_ORIG                     [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] When you were 
                             drunk, high […] how many people have made 
                             you perform anal sex […]? 
SV9                          [FINAL COUNT FROM ROSTER] When you were 
                             drunk, high […] how many people have made 
                             you receive anal sex […]? 
SV9_ORIG                     [ORIGINAL NUMBOX ENTRY] When you were 
                             drunk, high […] how many people have made 
                             you receive anal sex […]? 
S_BASEWEIGHT                 DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Panel 
                             baseweight based on panel recruitment 
S_INVPROB                    DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Inverse 
                             probability of selection into specific 
                             study survey 
S_INVPROB_WEB                DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Inverse 
                             probability of selection for Web-only 
                             panelists in study survey 
S_NRFU                       DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Numeric 
                             variable to identify NRFU status of 
                             panelist (1: NRFU, 0: Non-NRFU) 
S_VPSU                       DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Numeric 
                             variable to identify cluster of panelist 
S_VSTRAT                     DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Numeric 
                             variable to identify strata of panelist 
S_VSTRAT_SAMP                DATA ONLY: Statistical Variable - Sampling 
                             strata (1-96) 
WEIGHT_CALIBRATED              
WEIGHT_GP                    Post-stratification weights - 18+ General 
                             Population (n=6,896) 
WEIGHT_NISVS                 Post-stratification weights - 18+ General 
                             Population Within NISVS Survey Format 
                             (n=6,896) 
duration                     Time spent in survey, in minutes 
duration_SECA                DATA ONLY: Total time for Section A 
duration_SECC                DATA ONLY: Total time for Section C 
duration_SECCLOSE            DATA ONLY: Total time for Section Close 
duration_SECD                DATA ONLY: Total time for Section D 
duration_SECE                DATA ONLY: Total time for Section E 
duration_SECE_PROBE          DATA ONLY: Total time for Section E Probes 
duration_SECF                DATA ONLY: Total time for Section F 
duration_SECFU               DATA ONLY: Total time for Section FU 
duration_SECF_PROBE          DATA ONLY: Total time for Section F Probes 
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duration_SECG                DATA ONLY: Total time for Section G 
duration_SECIP               DATA ONLY: Total time for Section IP 
duration_SECPV               DATA ONLY: Total time for Section PV 
duration_SECPV_PROBE         DATA ONLY: Total time for Section PV Probe 
duration_SECREL              DATA ONLY: Total time for Section REL 
                             ROSTER 
duration_SECS                DATA ONLY: Total time for Section S 
duration_SECSF               DATA ONLY: Total time for Section SF 
duration_SECSV               DATA ONLY: Total time for Section SV 
duration_SECSV_PROBE         DATA ONLY: Total time for Section SV Probe 
samp_strat                   Sample stratum 
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